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Retirement seems be very agreeable with our Chief Observer 

Sent in by Rob Day 

 

 

The cover picture was submitted by Rodger Welham and is of Wells-next-Sea 

(September's Breakfast Run destination). 

Mike Roberts did the picture editing and graphical work. 
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Chairman’s Chat 
 

Dear Reader, 
 

Welcome to the August edition of our SAM magazine. 
 

As I’m sure you’re aware, the copy date for articles to be 

included in the magazine is the Friday after group night. I 

totally support this deadline but it certainly gets me 

thinking when I prepare my Chairman’s Chat because so 

much can happen between me writing the article and you 

receiving the magazine. For example, this evening the 

Olympic Torch arrived at the Tower of London, we now 

have a 7 day count down to what  is almost certainly a once in our lifetime 

experience of the opening ceremony in London. By the time the magazine 

lands on your doormat we will be celebrating our medal achievements and will 

have witnessed the closing ceremony. Of course we will still have the 

Paralympics to look forward to as they begin at the end of August. 
 

Something else that has me on the edge of my seat at the moment, but will be 

yesterday’s news when you read this edition, is the Tour de France. Bradley 

Wiggins seems to have taken inspiration from my success in the London to 

Brighton cycle ride because once again he has retained the yellow jersey today 

and therefore, as things stand, he is virtually guaranteed to be the first Briton to 

win the Tour de France in 108 years. 
 

Hopefully this awful weather will also soon be a thing of the past. Currently 

I’m ‘ Wishing and hoping and thinking and praying, planning and dreaming 

each night of  ‘…………..a dry weekend and a rip roaring motorbike ride! 

David is also wishing I had a better singing voice!! 
 

Our motorbike trip to the Dordogne seems just a distant memory now but 

fortunately we have a couple of trips to look forward to. Firstly, in September, 

we’re joining the SAM organised trip to Normandy. Not only am I looking 

forward to riding in France once again,  I am also longing to see the Bayeux 

Tapestry for it has intrigued me as long as I can remember. Then in October, 

I’ll seize the chance to sing my heart out as we join John Sillett and other SAM 

members on our annual pilgrimage to the Ingleton Folk Festival.  
 

August group night, on Tuesday 21
st
, is Barbeque Night. We won’t have a 

guest speaker so it will be a brilliant opportunity to natter the night away. I 
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really look forward to seeing you and hope that some of the members we 

haven’t seen recently at group night will be able to join us.   
 

With my very best wishes, 
 

Beverley   
 

IAM Test Passes 
This month four members have passed their Advanced test. 

Congratulations to: 
 

Steve Brinkley  his Observer was  Andre Castle 

Andrew Sterling  his Observers were John Sillett and Mike Roberts 

David Fitch  his Observer was  Steve Milbourne 

Colin Lodge  his Observer was  Mike Roberts 
 

When you pass your advanced test please let  

Derek Barker or Susan Smith know. 
 

New Associate Members  
 

A warm welcome is extended to our most recent Associate members: 
 

Pamela Woodmore   Andrew Swallow    Louise Williamson 

Edward Barber   Leslie Smith 
 

If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and 

he will put your name in the next issue 
 

Membership Fees for 2012 
 

Full Member £20.00   Joint Full Members £23.00 
 

Associate £139 - Skill for Life.  
 

Includes the current issue of “How to be a Better Rider” and your IAM Test fee 

for new members. 
 

Expenses to Observer for observed rides is £10.00 
 

Any queries please email 

Linda Barker at linda.barker@btinternet.com 

Judy Chittock at judy.chittock@btinternet.com 
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4th Wheels-by-the-Sea 
rally 

 

I went to the 4th Wheels-by-the-Sea 

rally at Wells-next-the-Sea on 17th 

June.  It's a meeting of bikers on the 

beach road car park with a few trade 

stands, food and live music.  The bikes 

are lined up "on show" and there are 

best bike awards for various categories.  

There was a full range of bikes 

(probably about 400 in total) from 

classic British, like BSA, Greaves, Aerial, etc., to the latest Japanese and 

European makes and custom bikes as well which I think were competing with 

the Buell for the ugliest bike award.  They all seemed to be different, in fact the 

only model that I saw two of was the Triumph Thunderbird 1600. 
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It cost £1 per wheel to enter, which was in aid of charity - the local scouts I 

think.  This car park is used as overspill when the town gets parked up so there 

were cars there as well.  Car drivers therefore had to pay £4, which is double 

the normal rate. 

 

Cheers        Rodger Welham 

 
£25 quid for a bottle of 
gooseberry wine! 

 

The details of this little saga, are of no particular relevance, suffice to say I 

needed some supplies from our local homebrew shop in Norwich Road. This 

mission to convert 9lb of gooseberries into wine could have turned out to be 

quite expensive. I won’t bother explaining the full details, but on my return to 

car-park two ‘officials’ were trying to decide where to attach a ‘penalty charge 

notice’ to my bike. 
 

I’d like to pass on what I’ve learnt from this experience to other members, so 

we can save the car parking officials a job and hopefully not end up with a £25 

charge. 
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Basically, if the notice at the car-park doesn’t state that there are free spaces, 

then you must take up a designated space and attach a ticket (to your 

windscreen) 

which may be 

tricky! If you 

park your bike 

anywhere else, 

even with a 

ticket you may 

be charged. If 

the notice states 

there are free 

spaces then you 

can park there, 

assuming 

there’s space. If 

the car-park is 

‘short stay, it’s 

worth checking 

if that rule applies to motorcycles as well. 
 

Full information is available on the Ipswich Borough Councils’ (IBC) website 

(ironically I neglected to read before jumping on my bike to go into town). But 

in summary, you can park at the following IBC car-parks. Other car-parks may 

have spaces but they don’t seem to declare them for Tower Ramparts or NCP. 

The IBC website states the number of bikes spaces allocated, which begs the 

question can you be charged if your bike exceeds the total allocated (who 

knows anything is possible). 
 

Allocated spaces: 

 Crown Car Park    2 spaces 

 Ipswich Village    6 spaces 

 New Portman Rd  10 spaces 

 Upper Barclay St  Small bay opposite Motorcycle Accessories 

 William St     6 spaces 
 

Or on Street parking 

 Cromwell Square  18 bays or maybe 5(the website contradicts itself) 

 High Street     5 bays 

 Old Foundary Rd  10 spaces 

 Princess St   11 spaces 
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 Tacket St   11 spaces 

 Tower Ramparts  10 spaces 
 

Full details on Ipswich Borough Council website 

http://tinyurl.com/IBC-bike-parking 
 

Obviously you need to go to the website to get the full details, but most 

importantly, read the notices and don’t assume you can park a motorcycle 

anywhere for free. If you buy a ticket, it states on it that it must be ‘placed on 

the inside of your windscreen’ so I’ll leave you to work out how to fix it to a 

motorcycle in the wind and the rain, without it being taken by someone else. 
 

So that’s the end of that little saga, it’ll be two years before my gooseberry 

wine is ready. Perhaps I’ll send a bottle to the car parking officials as a thank-

you for bringing me and hopefully you up to date on how and where you’re 

allowed to park a motorcycle in Ipswich these days! 
 

André Castle (reprieved offender)..phew! 
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Changing my Oil 

To start with, I have to put the bike on the centre stand. Then remove the belly 

pan,  
 

I then use my oil drip pan, which as you can 

see is a plastic water can that I have sawn in 

half which fits nicely under the car.  
 

On the GTR, I have an oil drain plug and the 

oil filter, so first drained the oil then removed 

the oil filter. Cleaned 

up the housing and 

replace the new filter, 

put in the drain plug. 

Fill with new oil to 

the marks. I left it for 

a few minutes to 

settle, then started the engine for a few minutes, 

which circulated the oil round and though the filter. 

Turned off the engine and let it settle for a few 

minutes, topped up and repeated a couple more times 

until the oil level was stable.  

          Felix 
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Social Rides 
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the 

vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group 

activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot 

and do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage 

to vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the 

Group.  Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own 

risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person 

or damage to vehicle and must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road 

tax, insurance and MOT certificate (if applicable). 

Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s 

guidelines as follows: 

You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map / the route 

 If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine. 

 Be responsible for your own safety 

 Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time. 

 Have a FULL tank of fuel 

 No more than 5 in a group. 

AUTOFIT AUTOFIT AUTOFIT AUTOFIT     (Ipswich) Ltd 

FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRESFOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRESFOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRESFOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRES    

OUT FOR A SCRATCH OR A LONG 

DISTANCE TOUR HAVE A WORD 

WITH ADRIAN 

“GOOD ADVICE FOR SURE” 

KEEN PRICES, HELPFUL ADVICE… 

Autofit (Ipswich) Ltd 

8-10 Britannia Rd., IPSWICH, IP4 4PE 

Tel: 01473 723325 Fax: 01473 274966 
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“Hints and tips” 
Sunday 22

nd
 July 2012 Destination Hollywood Legends Swaffham 

 

Having had a two year gap from riding and whilst being a pillion I started to 

yearn for my own bike. It was during this time that I decided to ask Karl if he 

would resurrect the 'Hints and Tips' run that in the past has proved very 

popular. He reluctantly agreed but as I told him the format was already in place 

because he had set it up before. How wrong was I a complete overhaul of an 

already tried and tested format was completed and after much time and effort 

the new version was born. 
 

So after much military planning Sunday arrived and off we set to Tesco’s in 

Stowmarket. To our surprise, there were already a few bikes waiting and soon 

after we had fuelled, more bikes began to roll in many we knew but lots of new 

faces which was a pleasure to see. 
 

At 9am Karl began his briefing to 9 observers, 5 spare observers and 9 ride 

leaders who all gave up their time to assist with this monster event. At 9.30am 

he gave a briefing to the riders who were attending this event stressing the 

importance of safety but to also have fun! So it began the lottery for assigning 

us all to pre organised groups consisting of one ride leader who would navigate 

the way to our final destination and an observer who would initially be at the 

rear of the group leap frogging throughout after designated times behind each 

rider.  
 

I set off with Nigel Chittock leading and Leia Dowsing observing I was at the 

rear of our group so started out being 'looked at' first this was somewhat scary 

for me as I have not been on a bike for 2 years and had only just ridden my 

lovely KTM 990 SMT for the past 2 weeks! 
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Still I managed to get out of Tesco's car park without incident so a good start I 

thought. So we made our way through Stowupland and Old Newton (technical 

little roads), Euston and stopping at Tesco’s in Thetford for debriefing. We all 

gave a few comments and listened intently to Leia's observations, not too bad I 

thought we are all doing quite well. Then we set off again this time I was 

behind Nigel so knew it would be a little while before I saw Leia on my 

shoulder again. On to Watton, South Pickering and finally Swaffham (some 

good roads en route) another debrief by Leia outside the cafe and all in all a 

good ride and enjoyed by all. 
 

Needless to say we 

all dashed in and 

ordered our food, 

all I shall say is 

some members of 

my group had the 

'Billy Bunter' 

breakfast (they 

know who they are) 

and actually 

finished it but 

growing lads I 

guess! 
 

I heard that about 

61 bikes turned out for this event and I know that the cafe could cater for 75 

people and we more or less reached that capacity. It was a fantastic day with 

the weather being perfect probably a first this year for a SAM organised event. 

It was great to see so many people relaxing, laughing and all the banter that 

normally follows when members meet up. 
 

My own personal opinion is that I gained a lot from this event as I have done 

with previous ones, it is a way to check your skills are still up to date and 

without being singled out in a group (although if you did want more feedback 

in this way there were other groups to go in). A big thank you to Karl for his 

hours of planning, to all observers and ride leaders without whom these events 

would not be possible. Finally if you missed out then keep your eyes peeled 

next year for more as I hope they are going to return on a more regular basis 

and it is well worth a trip out and a great way to have a laugh. 

 

Sara Hale 
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Pictures taken from the 
Hints and Tips day 
 
By Editor 
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Safe - Systematic - Smooth 
 

My IAM journey began after a BikeSafe course I attended at Martlesham 

police HQ in March this year. I’d been riding, accident free, for 25 years so 

why bother? 
 

Truth is my wife has always nagged me about my motorcycling "habit" so I 

thought I owed it to her to get some proper training, the least it would do would 

allow her some peace of mind and I've always been one to believe that no one 

is beyond learning more! 
 

At the BikeSafe I received really good advice about bike safety, handling and 

first aid. 
 

As a result the IAM members who attended managed to "persuade" me to sign 

up to a "Skills for Life" programme. It helped that signing up soon after the 

BikeSafe meant a discount on usual prices so being the tight git I am it was a 

no brainer! 
 

I met my observer, Andre Castle, for the first time in early April. He soon put 

my mind at rest by informing me I was his first associate! As it turned out I had 

nothing to fear, he was clearly very good at his job and his advice & guidance 

was outstanding. 
 

We covered, over the next 4 rides (in no particular order); 
 

positioning, information, indicating, passing parked vehicles, cornering, 

"sacrificing position for safety", maximising your view, speed, gears, 

accelerating, filtering, IPSGA....... etc. 
 

Very intensive, plenty to take in and just to cap it all I changed my bike, just 

before my cross check giving Andre some concern as he was worried that on 

top of all I'd learned I'd need to contend with getting used to a new bike too! 
 

He needn't have worried; the new Vstrom is a star......(plug, plug). 
 

Off we went for a pre-cross check and Andre declares I'm ready for the real 

cross check. 
 

Arrange with Bob McGeady to ride out on a Saturday morning (unfortunately 

that meant curtailing the usual Friday evening beer intake!). 
 

Bob was very helpful and informed me I was ready for the test, OMG, the 

nerves start to tingle. 
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As luck would have it I had a holiday in the meantime so that took my mind off 

the impending worry! 
 

I didn't have to worry though. I met Bob Gosden the IAM examiner at Lings in 

Ipswich on Friday 13th (yes, I know, but I'm not superstitious, not too much 

anyway). He immediately put my mind at rest. 
 

Safe-Systematic-Smooth. That's the ride he wanted and that would bring the 

best out of my ride he said. 
 

Those words stayed with me while I rode the Suffolk highways for the 

following hour or so. 
 

Back to Lings and Bob informs me I've passed the test, hooray! 
 

My IAM journey continues & for those associates out there who may be 

worried; don't. You're in good hands; all the people I've met are dedicated, 

friendly, knowledgeable & helpful. 
 

My thanks to all of you for making my riding safer, more systematic & 

smooth!!    

 

Steve Brinkley. 

 

Tea Stops & CafÉs 
Suffolk, Norfolk, Essex 

and Cambs 
 

Every motorcyclist has their favourite tea stops. Over on the SAM Forum I am 

collating a list of the recommended cafés, greasy spoons, tea shops, etc. with 

maps and pictures so we can all benefit from the collective knowledge of SAM. 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/tea 

If you have favourite stopping place in Suffolk, Norfolk, Essex or 

Cambridgeshire then why not pop over to the SAM Forum and let other 

members know of your recommendations, or drop me an email with enough 

details so that I can find the place on Google Maps / Streetview. 
 

Mike Roberts mike.j.roberts@btinternet.com  

Website Administrator 
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August’s Chip Run 
Thursday 30th August 

Reggie’s 

Gt. Clacton 

CO15 4BS 

 

Run Co-ordinator John Sillett. 

 
Meet at Tesco’s Ipswich (Copdock) at 18:15 for prompt departure at 18.30 

 

A14 towards Felixstowe, exit onto 

 

A137 Manningtree, go through Manningtree onto 

 

B1352 Mistley - Wrabness - Ramsey, at Roundabout straight over onto 

 

B1352 Dovercourt, ½ mile Turn Right 

 

Unclassified Sign Post Little Oakley. at junction Turn Right onto 

 

B1414 Gt Oakley - Thorpe le Soken, in Thorpe Turn Left onto 

 

B1033 Kirby Cross, in Kirby Cross Turn Right onto 

 

B1032 Gt Holland - Holland on Sea Turn Right onto  

 

B1027 at mini Roundabout take 2nd exit staying on B1027 

 

Chip Shop approx 100 yards on the left. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Please check the SAM Calendar and SAM Forum on-line for last minute 

changes/cancellations. On the Forum you will also find the routes as text, route 

cards, and on Google Maps / Streetview, along with a photo of the destination, 

so you can familiarise yourself with the route before the day. 
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September’s Breakfast Run 
Sunday, 2nd  September 

The View Restaurant 

15 The Quay, 

Wells, 

Norfolk 

NR23 1AH 

Tel: 01328 711171 
 

Meet at Tesco’s Stowmarket at 08:30  for an 8:45  departure 
 

Ride Co-ordinator: John Sillett (01473 219488) 
 

Take the A14 heading West (Newmarket) 
 

At junction 47 (Woolpit) take the A1088 exit 
 

At T junction turn right 
 

At the roundabout, take the 1st exit and stay on A1088 
 

At the roundabout, take the 4th exit onto A143 
 

At the roundabout, take the 1st exit onto A1088 
 

At the roundabout, take the 2nd exit onto A1066 / Hurth Way 
 

Continue to follow A1066 
 

At the roundabout with A11 take the 2nd exit onto 
 

A134 heading to Downham Market / King’s Lynn 
 

At the roundabout, take the 3rd exit onto A1065 / Swaffham Rd 
 

Continue to follow A1065 
 

At the roundabout, take the 2nd exit onto A148 
 

Turn left at B1105 
 

Turn right at A149 
 

Turn next left onto B1105 
 

The cafe is on the waterfront. 
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The story with two ends 
This is a tale of 3 old boys and a journey they made; lets for now call them 

Blue leader, Slim and Dad. 
 

Sometime at the end of 2011 one of the old boys was talking about a new 

challenge for 2012 following his round Britain ride last year.  A Lands End to 

John O Groats ride was mentioned and the other two old boys, Slim and Dad 

overhearing this foolishly said that that sounds like it could be an interesting 

ride, not to mention a personal challenge. 
 

Over the next few weeks much discussion ensued i.e.; when, which way round, 

the route, how many fuel stops, what to eat and drink, how far is it, what to 

wear, and many details about maintenance and servicing. 
 

A lot of Googling was taking place and we could find no info that suggested 

that a motorcycle had made an end-to-end ride between sunup and sunset on 

the same day. This info of course made the decision about when. It had to be 

the longest day, which was the 21
st
 June 2012. 

 

Which way round was quickly realised, it had to be ridden from south to north 

because it would be lighter for longer in the north, giving us more time, and the 

best roads of the journey after the motorway miles at the end, which would lift 

our spirits.  
 

The easiest decision was the route, to do it in that sunup to sunset timescale it 

could only be A30 - M5 – M6 – M74 – M80 – M9 – A9 – A99, 8 roads, 

850mls, job done. 
 

About this stage of planning another old boy got involved. Lets for now call 

him John the scoot. Now, John was a prime mover in the previously mentioned 

round Britain ride of 2011. He is a meticulous and very clever planner and all 

round good egg. John spent some considerable time on our behalf making a 

draft of potential fuel stops etc on our route. 
 

He also set up in his name on our behalf a web page on the Just Giving web 

site so that donations could be made to our chosen charity,  Oh didn’t I mention 

that, well its Canine Partners for Independence and here is the link should you 

wish to donate www.justgiving.com/2012end2endinaday and many thanks to 

those of you that have already made a donation.  
 

John also volunteered himself to be at Lands End to take the obligatory photos 

at the appointed hr, 4am. Considering that he lives at Malvern this was a big 

gesture and very much appreciated as we didn’t think there would be anyone 
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around at 4 am to ask to take a picture. John is still a very active and 

enthusiastic motorcyclist and it was obvious that he wanted to come along on 

the journey, but at 73yrs old thought that it may be a ride too far. 
 

So, it was starting to look like a plan and Christmas and Easter came and went, 

the weeks flew by and minor changes were made to the plan including where to 

stay as this all needed to be booked well in advance. Another addition to the 

plan was to have a few days R +R in the Highlands to indulge in some 

celebratory drinking should we succeed (or not). 
 

It was then decided that Mrs Blue Leader and Mrs Dad would fly up to 

Inverness in the Orange cattle truck the day following the journey to share in 

the indulgence and drinking fest that was to follow. Did they need asking 

twice, NO. We think Mrs Slim was glad to see the back of Mr Slim for a while. 
 

Mid June soon arrived and people had been donating at a fair old rate and thus 

the 3 old boys couldn’t back out now, they had to do it and set off for Cornwall 

on a perfect motorcycling day, about 18 degrees no wind (except Blue Leader) 

and dry roads. 
 

The two younger old boys elected to do some sight seeing round the south west 

coast the following day and Dad elected to stay with his Oh Arr  Oh Arr cousin 

in Liskeard. He would also have the chance to put the world to rights over a 

beer and lunch with his long time motorcycling pal Barry the trombone in 

Polperro. 
 

We all rendezvoused in St Just the day before departure with a view to a bit of 

shuteye and resting before the 4am start. We were all experiencing differing 

degrees of trepidation at the prospect of 850 + bum aching miles. Blue Leader 

and Slim were constantly checking the weather reports on their beam me up 

Scotty technology. 
 

Subsequently we were to learn that there was an ignominious  weather front 

with torrential rain due to arrive in the southwest at midnight and track our 

route north for the whole journey. 
 

Not unsurprisingly the weather front arrived 9hrs early and a quick decision 

had to be made about starting early, which had already been discussed as a 

contingency. Slims forecast machine was telling us that if we got our fingers 

out we could get ahead of the weather front within a couple of hundred miles. 

So a quick call to John the scoot to rendezvous at Lands End at 5-30pm on 

what we subsequently found out was the actual longest day due to it being a 

leap year. 
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The rendezvous took place at Lands End in pouring rain, photo’s were quickly 

taken as you may know, standing about is the worst thing you should be doing 

on a motorcycle when its chucking it down, its best to keep moving. 
 

We set off on our marathon and had to endure the torrential rain, gusty wind 

along with knocking off time traffic for the first 150mls, which was our first 

fuel stop at Taunton Deane services on the M5. A quick refuel and extra layers 

were added to combat the cold and off we went again in drizzly conditions 

now. 
 

By the time we got to Bristol we had got in front of the weather front as Slim 

had predicted, the roads were dry and traffic was thinning. After a few more 

hours riding it would be getting dark, every thing was going well, we traversed 

Birmingham on the M6 in the dark at -- mph with a lane each (priceless). 
 

The rest of the ride north went exactly as planned with the planned fuel and 

resting stops coming along at roughly every 150mls. We all coped differently 

with the boring motorway miles, Blue leader working out the stats from his 

instrument readings, Slim and Dad trying hard to not look at the time or 

mileage and just keep in formation, such as it was. 
 

At Stirling services Glaswegian and Suffolk dialects failed miserably to 

understand each other  as 3 fried breakfasts were produced that weren’t 

ordered, only enquired as to the possibility due the very early hour. Well we 

were in a foreign country now. 
 

Crossing the border into Scotland had lifted our spirits but we were still only 

2/3 of the way to our destination.  North of Perth we were finally back onto 

single carriageway roads with the prospect of the best roads of the trip to be 

before us. 
 

Just over the Cromarty Firth road bridge we stopped for a longer rest and 

ordered cakes and tea at around 10am having lost all sense of what time of day 

it actually was. It just seemed right to eat cake at that stage of the journey. 
 

One more fuel stop at Wick and we had it in the bag, arriving at John O Groats 

at around 12-15pm on the 21
st
. Elated that we had made it in good time with 

out a hitch, except for the Stirling breakfasts. Only to be knocked back by some 

miserable plonker ( we had a different name at the time) in a hut at the sight of 

the famous sign who wouldn’t let us take pictures of the bikes next to the sign 

unless we paid him a tenner for the privilege. Yes we know a tenner is not 

much these days but there was a principal at stake here. He was informed that it 
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was all for a worthy charity and his reply was, and I quote, “They all say that.” 

He was unmoving and so we took the best pictures that we could. 
 

 
 

We had more tea and cake, well the last lot was 100mls ago. Talked to other 

motorcyclists that were visiting John O Groats and eventually retired to the 

Seaview (just) Hotel for a quick shower and change, some hot food and a few 

celebratory beers followed by 10hrs solid sleep. 
 

Not one of us had any aches and pains or were not admitting to any, this 

probably due to the bum comforting Air Hawk seat cushions that we all used 

and buoyed by the achievement of belonging to a group of individuals known 

as End To Enders, proof of which is now written in the log of End to Enders in 

the Tourist Information Office at John O Groats. 
 

What followed next was 6 days of luxury, excellent sight seeing, exhilarating 

motorcycling, great food and probably much too much celebratory drinking. 
 

The journey will be another motorcycling milestone for all of us, cementing a 

friendship and camaraderie that we will hopefully never forget. 
 

 

3 Old Boys. 
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THE STATS 

The bikes  Triumph 1200 Explorer, Triumph 1050 Tiger, BMW GS1200 

Journey time 17hrs 

Actual riding time 13.5hrs 

Mileage 856 

Average speed 50.3 mph inc stops.  60.4 Actual. 

Fuel stops  6 

Fuel consumption. (we wont go there, only to say that the GS and the Tiger 

consistently used less). 

 

Royal International Air 
Tattoo at RAF Fairford 
 

On Sunday, 8th July, Martin Andrew and me went to the Royal International 

Air Tattoo at RAF Fairford in Gloucestershire. Its theme this year was Skylift 

2012 with many transport planes from around the world. These were in 

addition to the usual mix of fighters (eg Tornado, Dassault, MiG, Saab and 

F15) and display teams from France, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Switzerland and for 

the first time in Europe, South Korea, whose planes were dismantled, flown 

over to Manchester and then road transported to Lincolnshire for re-assembly 

ready for the pilots to practise. As usual, the displays were headlined by the 

Red Arrows. A special for this Queen’s jubilee year was an ‘E II R’ formation 

fly past performed by 27 Hawks. 
 

 
 

For the nostalgic, the Avro Vulcan bomber carried out a flying display showing 

off its ability and deafening engine noise while the Battle of Britain Memorial 

Flight of Lancaster, Spitfire and Hurricane was a reminder of how aeroplanes 

have developed from earlier years. 
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Unusual planes of note from the USA were a B2A Stealth Bomber complete 

with security corridor and armed guards and two unmanned drones, including 

the ‘Predator’. Interesting to think of these being flown over Afghanistan by 

operators using a joystick in Arizona. 
 

   

 

The Osprey helicopter/airplane hybrid with swivelling wing mounted rotors 

demonstrated its manoeuvrability. A DHL Boeing 767 was among a fly past of 

military transport planes which included the latest Airbus A400M Atlas which 

did a demonstration short-landing, quick cargo unload and short take-off. 
 

 
 

An interesting day when, luckily, the weather stayed dry and the clouds lifted 

to allow the flying to take place. Then it was a quick blast home along 

A40/M40, M25 and A12 through heavy showers. 
 

David Wood        
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Publicity Page 
Nice Day for Ducks ! 

 

When I became an observer and joined the publicity team, I had no idea that I 

would need to ride in such extreme conditions. The last Observer training took 

us to Lincolnshire in gale force winds and driving rain and the Tendring Show 

provided another interesting environment to ride in….deep mud! 

 

It had been decided that Andre Castle and myself would show our bikes on the 

stand to attract the attention of passers by. When leaving home at 7.15am on 

"show day" it was raining hard and had been for sometime but I was blissfully 

unaware of what was to greet us when we arrived at the show ground in 

Lawford. Already vehicles were having trouble getting on to the car park and 

only soft tyred 4WD buggies were allowed on the showground. With 

permission, Andre and I slowly ventured forward. Keeping to the edges of the 

now 4-6 inches of slimy mud we slipped and slid our way to the designated 

spot for our stand. Very soon after resting the bikes on tin trays and pieces of 

wood to prevent them from sinking into the saturated ground, Nigel and Judy 

arrived with the display equipment aboard a buggy. Quickly we set up the 

gazebo and took shelter, not really knowing if any public would show up! 

 

So was the show a "wash out"? Well in one sense, regarding the weather it 

probably was, but from the publicity point of view it most certainly wasn't. 

Throughout the day, we had a steady flow of people wanting to know about 

SAM and what the advanced style of riding could do for them. All took leaflets 

and DVD's away with them with many suggesting that they would either join 

or come along to a group night to find out more. 

 

At the end of the day, the ground was considerably worse than when we 

arrived having had several thousand feet mash up the mud. Andre and myself 

did a recky to find the safest route off the show ground and eventually decided 

on our exit route. With Nigel standing by to pick up a bike, if required, we both 

made a slow ride towards the gate. Fortunately, Nigel was not needed but the 

going was quite "hairy" at times. Unfortunately, Nigel and Judy then had to 

wait for a buggy to take them back to the car park and then waited for a tractor 

to tow their car off the car park along with quite a few other vehicles. I 

understand they finally made it home around 8.00pm after a stop at a 

Dallinghoo barn to hang up the wet display gear to help it dry. 
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So a big thank you to Andre, Judy and Nigel for a "beyond the call of duty" 

effort. 

 

Whilst we were enjoying the fresh air at Tendring, Vicky Smith, Bill Dunham, 

Trevor Read and Dave Arbon were standing in for us at the Ipswich BikeSafe, 

always a good place to attract the attention of bikers wanting to continue their 

skills. Thanks for that. 

 

On the 19th August, Steve Cook and myself will be at the Classic Vehicle 

Show at Stonham Barns so if you are out and about, why not stop by for a look. 

 

 
 

Nigel Chittock   Paul Spalding   Steve Cook 

01473 737356  07879 844618   07711 650183 
prs@prspartnership.co.uk 
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August’s Editorial 2012 
 

Well July has been a bit wet… Hasn’t it ?… I 

also belong to the Kawasaki GT Club and this 

month they had their National Rally in Pitton, 

Wiltshire about 10 miles south of Stonehenge.  
 

So Friday the 6
th
 I packed up all my camping 

kit, loaded the GTR and set off at about 

19:00ish, on a lovely hot sunny afternoon, ( 

one of the few that we have had this year.) 

Down the A143 to Bury St Edmunds, joined 

the A14 and hit wrap speed. A short sharp shower appeared as I joined the A11 

with full sun on wet roads it can be quite blinding but I had put my tinted visor 

on before I left home, so I could see without squinting too much. Roads dried 

up and joined the M11, M25, traffic was light, so managed to whizz along 

without any hold ups, joined the M3 and found a service station to fill up and 

as it was getting dark I changed my visor to the clear one. Joined the A303, and 

it started to spot a bit, after about a mile the heavens opened and it came down 

in buckets.  
 

Stopped in a lay-by to set the satnav going, as this was the bit I didn’t know, 

which took me to the campsite. Set up the tent and it was still lashing it down, 

bailed out the ground sheet and walked down to the pub, which was closing 

and just had time for a half. 
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Next Morning woke to the sounds of heavy rain on the flysheet, the campsite 

owner had said we could use his barn, which should have been filled with hay 

but because we have had the best English summer in years, the hay is still 

waiting to be cut and dried. So breakfast was had in the barn, The Rally 

organiser had arranged a nice run round the sites of Wiltshire but because of 

the beautiful day it was decided that a visit to somewhere dry would be a better 

idea. The Sammy Miller Collection was hot favourite. So we togged up and set 

off, 7 bikes, 2 cars and a van. And 

we sploshed our way there. Lunch 

was first on the agenda. It was nice 

to see everything from a bicycle 

from 18c made from an Ash frame 

and two cart wheels to modern bike 

that are still being ridden 
 

All had been restored to better than 

factory finished, bikes that look 

like they have never seen the road 

but had 70,000 miles on the clock. 

A large collection of racing bikes, 

some hand built with beaten tanks 
 

I also picked up the Solent 

Advanced Motorcyclist leaflet 

and guess what they also call 

themselves SAM…Cheek of 

it… 
 

We left at 5ish and it was still 

peeeeeeeing it down, so we 

sploshed our way back to the 

camp via Sainsbury’s to fill up and I got some 

bees wax furniture polish to put on my visor 

to clean the rain off. 
 

Back to the barn, cup of tea and de-togged, 

dry out and down the pub for supper, and it 

was still raining. I didn’t notice the rain on 

the way back to the tent. 
 

Sunday morning it had … not eased at all if 

anything had got harder…. So packed up my wet tent, loaded up the bike, 
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breakfast and chat in the barn before I left the campsite at 09:30 ish. My 

Brother and his wife live in Plymouth and as I was half way there decided that 

it would be nice to visit. Once I joined the A303 it stopped raining and the sun 

came out. What was very surprising was the Rape was still in flower almost 6 

weeks after our fields had finished flowering back home. It was lovely ride 

west joining the A30 and the M5 at Exeter, which quickly turns in to the A38. 

Light traffic and I was able to stay at warp speed most of the way. Turned the 

Satnav on once I was in sight of Plymouth and found their house. They rent, 

but have to move as the house was sold from under their feet. 
 

Sunday lunch and a good old chat and back on the road again by 15:30ish. 

Tesco’s was next to the A38 so filled up, at £1.27 a litre. This time of day I 

thought it would be best on a Sunday night to avoid the M25. A38 turning in to 

the M5 and at Bristol stopped at a service station to fill up but also to take my 

thermals out of my suit as it was getting very hot. Mr BP’s Petrol was £ 1.45 a 

litre …crumps… Interestingly when I looked at my stats, I was averaging 

9.3m/l with Mr Tesco’s petrol where as with Mr BP I averaged 9.7m/l and was 

travelling at more or less the same speed. 
 

From the M5 I went north to Birmingham, right on to the M6, which turns in to 

the A14 and home, 757 miles in the weekend, It rained all weekend except 

Sunday which was a lovely day, the trusty Bike has now passed 30,000 miles.  
 

Thank you to all the members who have contributed to this month’s 

magazine, I hope you have enjoyed the new look. Don’t forget to send in your 

articles. 
 

Safe Riding    Felix...    Editor 
 

Closing date for copy 
Friday after club night 

 

If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your 

monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email 

notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or 

send me an email. 
 

I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride 

outs have written, and as you can see it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so 

feel free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will 

have another great magazine to read. 
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Pictures Taken 

by Tony 

Argent  

 

London Bike 

park?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Colchester Carnival 2012 

 

Copdock Show 2011 

 

Pre 65 Motocross  

Club scramble at  

Marks Tey   
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Advertise here 
 

£25 for 
1/8  page 

Annual 
Advertising Rates: 

 

Advertise on the 
SAM website for an 
additional £25. 

Contact: 
 

Felix 07712649860 
 

Sam.editor@btinternet.com 

 

£35 for ¼ page 
£50 for ½ page 
£75 for full page 
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MEMBER INFORMATION  
A lot of useful information about SAM and its activities is available on our 

website. Below are some key links members will find useful. 
 

CONTACTS 
 

Contact details of SAM’s Committee & Observers, complete with photographs 

so you can recognise everyone. 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/com 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/obs 
 

CALENDAR 
 

Our online calendar with relevant links which can also be linked to your 

smartphone.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/cal 
 

OBSERVER ASSOCIATE CHARTER 
 

What is expected of the Observer and Associate while preparing for the IAM 

motorcycle test.   Contact: Derek Barker 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/chart 
 

CARING SAM 
 

Our customer service & complaints procedures.   Contact: Karl Hale 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/care 
 

MOTORCYCLE DEXTERITY & CONTROL 
 

Dates and details of our slow riding events.    Contact: Derek Barker 
Sponsored by Southwold Pier 01502 722105 www.southwoldpier.co.uk 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/dext 
 

DISCOUNT SCHEME 
 

Save your membership fee, and more, by using these retailers who give a 

discount to SAM members.  Contact: Nigel Chittock 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/disc 
 

ADVERTS 
 

Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our 

online adverts section.   Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads 
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SHOPS 
 

T-shirts, sweatshirts, fleeces, hats, and more are available from SAM’s two 

online shops.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/shop 
 

FORUM 
 

All the latest news and discussion on all things SAM and motorcycle related. 

Have a read, and then register to join in.  Contact: Mike Roberts 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum  

 
 

SAM Events for your Diary 
 

August 2012 
 

Tuesday 21
st
  SAM Group Night. BBQ Announcements at 

19:30, £9 meal deal per head 
 

Thursday 23
th
  Theory Evening. Come along and learn more 

about Roadcraft. 19:30. Observation, Planning and 

Positioning 
 

Thursday 30
th
  Chip Run. Reggie’s, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex 

CO15 4BS. Meet Tesco’s Ipswich (Copdock)  

 

September 2012 
 

Sunday 2
nd 

 Breakfast Run. The View Restaurant15 The 

Quay, Wells-next-the-Sea, Norfolk, NR23 1AH, 

Meet Tesco’s Stowmarket 
 

Saturday15
th
  M/C Dexterity & Control. Sidegate Primary 

School, Ipswich. 09:00 – 13:00 
 

Tuesday 18
th
  SAM Group Night.  Announcements at 19:30 

followed by guest speaker Kate from Hideout 

Leathers. http://www.hideout-leather.co.uk   
 

Thursday 20
th
   Theory Evening. Come along and learn more 

about Roadcraft. 19:30. Cornering 
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October 2012 
 

Saturday 6
th
  MX (BULLSHIT AND GEARS) Email me to 

book a place bobmcgeady@btinternet.com  

Go to http://www.mxtryout.co.uk and complete the 

adult booking form. Send the completed form to 

me at 13 Waterloo Avenue Leiston Suffolk IP16 

4HE together with a cheque for £50 payable to G 

MAYES as a deposit. The balance is payable on 

the day 

 

Sunday 14
th
  Breakfast Run. TBA 

 

Tuesday 16
th
  SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 

followed by guest speaker Andy Stroulger from 

the Essex FireBike accident reduction initiative. 

http://tinyurl.com/EssexFireBike 

 

Thursday 18
th
  Theory Evening. Come along and learn more 

about Roadcraft. 19:30. Brakes, Gears and 

Acceleration 

 

Sunday 21
st
  M/C Dexterity & Control. Sidegate Primary 

School, Ipswich. 09:00 – 13:00 

 

November 2012 
 

Sunday 4
th
  Breakfast Run. TBA 

 

Saturday 17
th
  M/C Dexterity & Control. Sidegate Primary 

School, Ipswich. 09:00 – 13:00 

 

Tuesday 20
th
  SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 

followed by guest speaker Colin from Cam-One 

action cameras. http://www.camonetec.com 

 

Thursday 22
nd
  Theory Evening. Come along and learn more 

about Roadcraft. 19:30. Overtaking 
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December 2012 
 

Sunday 4
th
  Breakfast Run. TBA 

 

No December SAM Group Night.or Theory Evening. 
 

Other Events that you might 
want to put in your Diary 

 
 

 

August 2012 
 

Monday 27
th
 Triangle MCC. Motorcycle charity Run, 

starts 10.30 am at Orwell Crossing Truck 

Stop, to, The White Lodge Public House, 

Attleborough Donations £5 per bike. 

www.trianglemcc.co.uk 

 

September 2012 
 

Sunday 2
nd
  St Elizabeth Hospice Fundraising cycle 

Ride. £15 entrance fee, 3 routes 75m, 50m, 

25m. Editor is thinking of making up a team 

for the 50m. More infor. 

www.stelizabethhospice.org.uk  

01473723600 
 

Friday 14
th
 ~ Sunday 16

th
  The BMF Tailend show, East of England 

show ground, Peterborough. 

www.thebmfshow.co.uk 
 

Sunday 30
th
 Copdock Motorcycle Show. Trinity Park 

(aka Suffolk Show Ground) Felixstowe 

Road, Ipswich IP3 8UH. 

http://www.copdock-cmc.co.uk 10.00am – 

4.30pm. Admission £8. Show bikes, stunt 

riders, wall of death, large autojumble.  
 

October 2012 
 

Sat 20th ~ Sun 21st 19th Motorcycle Mechanics Show.  

Stafford showground. 
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St Elizabeth 

Hospice Run 

 

On a beautiful 

summer’s day 

 

Pictures by 

Editor 
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